Jalen Ramsey
CB Florida St. Jr.
Height: 6’1” Weight: 201 Arms: 33.5”
Combine: 40 yd Dash: 4.41 3 Cone: 6.94 20 YD Shuttle: 4.18 Vert: 41.5”

Pros:
-

Very athletic corner with great length
Insane vertical leap
Quick feet and explosive movement
Long arms
Good in man or in zone
Can break on ball well
Decent tackler
Reads and reacts well on short throws
Decent hip flexibility

Cons:
-

Doesn’t play with consistent technique
Needs to look for WR cues
Gets lost at top of route
Ball skills are only okay
Doesn’t have a press at line
Doesn’t attack with consistency
Has trouble with quickness

Jalen Ramsey is an incredibly gifted athlete at a position where athleticism is a premium. That,
along with his versatility and his effort on the field, makes him the top corner prospect in this
draft. That isn’t to say he’s without warts. Ramsey struggled at times to stay with receivers this
past season when he transitioned to the perimeter of the Seminoles defense. He has trouble
with quick receivers that can stem the top of their route and change directions quickly. It seems
to be more a technique problem with Ramsey, who is very fast and agile himself. He’s played
three positions in his time at FSU, making it hard for him to truly lock down and learn one
position. He’ll be asked to be a lock down corner at the next level and at 6’1” 202, he’s got the
size, strength and speed to do it. Right now he’s actually better in zone coverage where he can
read and then break on the ball. The bottom line is that he’s got all the tools to be an elite
corner. Teams will be lining up to draft him. Top 5 pick worthy of the draft position.

